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ABSTRACT
Oliveros-Torres, Silvia Ph.D., Purdue University, May 2013. Interactive Multivariate
Data Exploration for Risk-based Decision Making.
Major Professor: David S.
Ebert.
Risk-based decision making is a data-driven process used to gather data about
outcomes, analyze different scenarios, and deliver informed decisions to mitigate risk.
An interactive visual analytics system can help derive insights from large amounts of
data and facilitate the risk management process thereby providing a suitable solution
to examine different decision factors. This work introduces two separate systems that
incorporate visual analytics techniques to help the users in the tasks of identifying
patterns, finding correlations, designing mitigation strategies, and assisting in the long
term planning and assessment process. The first system looks at the National Health
and Nutrition Examination survey (NHANES) dataset to help researchers explore
patterns and form hypothesis about the current state of nutrition and health of the
general US population. The second system introduces the application of integrated
visual analytics techniques to explore risk from both strategic and operational aspects
in the US Coast Guard Operations. The system performs the following tasks: the
identification of risk priority areas, a comparative visualization of risk factors along
with trend analysis, the distribution of pre-computed risk values, and the analysis
of coverage efficiency. Both systems were developed through a collaborative usercentered process which allows us to reflect on the case study methodology for riskbased visual analytics systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The term risk is defined as the “potential for an unwanted outcome resulting from
an incident, event, or occurrence, as determined by its likelihood and the associated
consequences” [1]. Therefore, Risk-based decision making can be defined as a process that collects and organizes information about different possible outcomes in an
ordered structure that helps analysts make informed choices [2]. Risk-based decision
making provides a framework for making decisions and also helps identify the greatest
risk so the decision maker can prioritize efforts in order to minimize risk and support
long term planning.
However, performing risk analysis and planning is a complex and challenging analytical task in which the decision maker must set up the problem and determine
inputs, outputs, and other factors that might influence the decisions. Since the risk
is conceptual, it is hard to determine whether the decision maker has a clear understanding of the information being analyzed. Research in other areas has shown that
individuals often make sub-optimal decisions due to cognitive limitations [3]. The
analyst could base his/her decisions on subjective, rather than objective perception
of the risk at hand. Another problem that can be experienced in risk-based decision
making is the information overload described by Eppler and Mengis [4]. Information overload imposes limitations in the processing of information, especially with the
drastically increasing amount and variety of available data.
Therefore, in this work we introduce two different interactive visual analytics
sytem that facilitate and improve the process of risk-based decision making and long
term planning in different contexts.
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1.1

Visual Analytics Framework
Visual analytics is the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive

visual interfaces [5], and enables the interactive exploration and analysis of data. It
is also a critical component in organizing and presenting large amounts of information [6]. The use of graphical depictions assists in the cognitive process of quantifying
evidence and comparing lines of evidence [7].
Visual analytics has been shown to improve decision making in other domains
by overcoming rationality issues that arise from cognitive limitations by considering
all the information collected [8]. In general, visual representations help improve the
analyst’s ability to identify trends, patterns and outliers [9].
Both systems presented visualize large and complex datasets to facilitate thinking,
enabling the analyst’s understanding of the data. The interactive components of our
systems increase the quality of information feedback that is used for the comparison
of different risk scenarios and courses of action. The visual analytics techniques used
in our system complement the human abilities needed to make decisions.
The goal of this paper is to explore how an interactive visual analytics system
can assist analysts and decision makers in long term planning and assessment of
mitigation strategies.

1.1.1

Pattern Identification to Improve Dietary Recommendations

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (USDHHS) and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) are commited to help people attain and maintain
a healthy weight, reduce their risk of chronic disease, and promote overall health.
In order to do so they develop guidelines that promote eating and physical activity
patterns that are focused on consuming fewer calories, making informed food choices,
and being physically active. Such guidelines are based on a research program to assess
the health and nutritional status of the population in the United Statess called the
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES).
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NHANES produces large datasets with increasing complexity and dimensionality.
It collects data from physical examinations along with surveys where they ask the
responder to recall their ingestion of food for the past 48 hours. The 2-day food recollection survey includes demographic questions such as gender, age and race/ethnicity.
In collaboration with the Foods and Nutrition department at Purdue, we developd
a system that will help researchers explore patterns, form hypotheses, and understand
the underlying structure of the dataset in order to improve the guidelines provided to
the public. The visual analytics system relies on an interactive scatterplot matrix to
visualize the different dimensions of the data set. Additionally, we have incorporated
advanced analytics tools for exploring this scatterplot matrix, including clustering
and dimensional ordering. The system also includes a familiar graphing/comparison
model to aid the user in understanding the overall dataset while focusing on a specific
variable. The system transforms the data points presented in the scatterplot matrix
into bar graphs that are similar in style to the ones presented in publications by the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services [10]. Feedback from nutrition experts
indicated that researchers would be familiar with these graphs, and find them to be
easily understood.

1.1.2

Risk Visualization for the Long Term Planning in the Coast Guard

The work described is based on the application of visual analytics to analyze Coast
Guard historic response operations from a risk-based point of view. The system was
developed through a collaborative user centered process with the U.S. Coast Guard
Atlantic Area Commands and U.S. Coast Guard Headquarters.
Malik et al. [11] created a complete visual analytics system to analyze the multivariate spatiotemporal datasets from the Coast Guard and to assess the potential risks
in the maritime environment based on notational station closures. In this work, we
characterize a new problem and extended Malik’s framework to include new datasets
and visualizations to support new design requirements.
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This work describes the design and application of integrated visual analytics techniques to explore risk from both strategic and operational aspects, providing the
ability to compare and evaluate different risk mitigation strategies and contingency
plans. The system follows the risk management [12] process and organizes information for logical understanding, equipping analysts with the tools to examine the
different decision factors and assist in the long term planning and assessment process.
We followed a process similar to the one outlined by Sedlmair et al.s [13] nine-stage
framework for conducting design studies. We demonstrate how different interactive
visual analytics techniques can be used in the course of action development to increase
knowledge and to communicate risk factors. The system performs the following tasks:
the identication of risk priority areas, the distribution of pre-computed risk values, and
the analysis of coverage efciency. We present a case study and incorporate domain
expert feedback in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the system in risk-based
decision making.

1.2

Thesis Statement
The major contributions of this work can be classified into three categories. The

first one is the characterization of the tasks needed in order to improve risk analysis
and decision making in different areas. The other two areas are example applications
and their associated design studies with domain experts. The first example area is in
the use of visual analytics to analyze dietary patterns where we provide guided exploration and presentation methods. The second area supports risk decision making for
the U.S. Coast Guard by providing a visual analytics system to visualize operational
risk values, identify priority areas and assess user generated allocation plans.
1. Characterization of the tasks needed for risk analysis and decision making in
two separate contexts. It includes analyzing how domain experts currently
perform the tasks to analyze data that includes risk values and how they make
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decisions based on the analysis. Based on these findings, we developed new
visual analytics systems using state of the art visualization techniques.
2. Design of an interactive visual analytics system to analyze dietary patterns. The
dietary patters were taken from the National Health And Nutrition Examination
Survey (NHANES).
(a) Multivariate clustering for pattern identification based on k-means clustering.
(b) Application of clutter reduction for efficient identification of relationships
between components. Clutter reduction techniques include two different
ways of ordering a scatterplot matrix based on cluster density or pearson’s
correlation coefficients.
(c) Creation of two comparative views to aid the creation of guidelines, both
of which are already used by domain experts.
3. Extension of a visual analytics system to support operational risk values for the
U.S. Coast Guard. The original system was developed by Malik et al.; however,
we include motivation for extending this framework as opossed to creating a
new one.
(a) Characterization of tasks for the ISO Risk Management Process and the
application of visual analytics components to help in each of the steps.
Some of the visualizations include heatmaps, choropleth maps and operational risk visualizations.
(b) Integration of user generated allocation plans to visualize the areas of coverage within coastal regions.
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2. RELATED WORK
In this chaper, we review previous works that describe the use of visual analytics in
communicating risk, some existing models for risk analysis, visualization techniques
employed in the featured systems, and related work in the corresponding domains
where we apply the framework.

2.0.1

Communication of Risk

Lipkus and Hollands [14] researched the effects of using static images to communicate risk and evaluated them based on comprehension. The images display
risk characteristics such as risk magnitude, relative risk, and cumulative risk. They
demonstrate that even basic static displays help communicate risk more effectively
than a display of numbers. Gershon and Eick [15] focused on business visualization
applications such as portfolio risk management. They advocate the use of 3D visualization and animation to display income options and risk management. Savikhin et
al. [8] demonstrate the benefits of applying visual analytics techniques to aid users
in their economic decision making. In contrast, our system provides not only visualizations to effectively communicate risk, but also integrated techniques to analyze
the changes of risk both spatially and temporally, as well as ways to demonstrate
the impact of potential resource reallocation and asset upgrades to help develop risk
mitigation strategies. Therefore, our system enables better understanding of risk to
assist in decision making and developing courses of actions for long-term planning
and assessment.
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2.0.2

Risk Analysis and Modeling

Bonafede and Marmo [16] presented an example in Operational Risk Management
for a telecommunication company. The authors demonstrate that the use of graphs
can reduce search times for solutions and for identification of data. They propose
four sub-plots (including parallel coordinates for high dimensional features of the
dataset) to compare clients. Feather et al. [17] describe a risk based decision process
with a model that takes into account requirements, risks, and mitigation strategies
using bar charts and treemaps. The authors make the important remark that not a
single visualization technique serves all purposes and instead it is better to use a mix
of several, which is what our system attempts to do by presenting different visual
analytics techniques. Migut and Worring [18] developed a framework that integrates
interactive visual exploration with machine learning techniques to support the risk
assessment and decision making process. Their visualizations include scatterplots
and mosaic plots as tools to build classification models. Specific risk modeling for
law enforcement was explored by Hutto [19] who built a model based on planning
and staffing of the Austin Police Department to identify and prioritize risk while
attempting to search for an optimal solution. Our system does not attempt to provide
a single solution but to provide different scenarios that assist in the long term planning
of operations. Afzal et. al. [20] developed an interactive system to support decision
making and mitigation strategies for epidemic models. However, the main difference
between our system and their system is that their system requires the presence of a
fully tested mathematical model to analyze the future course of the outbreak.

2.1

Visual Analytics Techniques

2.1.1

Scatterplot Matrix

Many multi-dimensional visualization tools exist that utilize scatterplots including
XmdvTool [21], which supports many interaction modes and tools, and Polaris [22],
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which takes a database and projects the data into a scatterplot matrix. Other tools,
such as ScatterDice [23], have also included interactive techniques for navigation
within the scatterplot matrix and methods for dimension reordering designed to show
correlation and differences between individual dimensions. Our work integrates some
of the features seen in these previous tools, such as, brushing, linking, zooming,
panning, and reordering of dimensions. We extend these features through the addition
of clustering into a new tool to visualize this specific multidimensional dataset.

2.1.2

Dimension Ordering

Furthermore our work also expands approaches for ordering and filtering the dimensions of multi-dimensional datasets. Ankerst et al.

[24] explored a variety of

clutter reduction metrics, along with some work in dimension reduction. Ankerst et
al. proposed a method for arranging dimensions using pair wise similarity measures
that are used to calculate a global optimization method. The similarity measure in
this work was based on the Euclidean distance function proposed by Ankerst et al.
For one of the dimension reordering methods used in our system, the notion of a pair
wise correlation is used to compute final scatterplot arrangement. Recent work by
Peng et al. [25], shows that by reordering the dimensions, clutter in a representation
can be reduced without reducing the information content. Clutter is considered to be
anything that interferes with the process of finding structures. For scatterplot displays Peng et al., proposed arranging the matrix based on scatterplot cardinality. For
the high cardinality dimensions, the Pearson correlation coefficient is used to calculate
the clutter measure and re-arrange accordingly. [We incorporate Peng et al.’s concept
of using the Pearson correlation coefficient as one way to re-arrange the scatterplots
in our matrix.] Tatu et al. [26] presented a ranking method for scatterplots that uses
rotating variance, class density, and histogram density measures. We use their notion
of density and apply it to the clustering of data points within the scatterplots. Yang
et al. [27,28] presented a framework that provides a multi-resolution view of the data
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via hierarchical clustering where the user can interactively explore the desired focus
region at different levels of detail. The framework works upon hierarchical cluster
trees of data sets, and makes use of proximity-based color to help identify and link
relationships between clusters. Our system uses some of the clustering concepts and
interactive exploration without the dimension reduction that Yang presented. Sips et
al. [29] presented the concept of class consistency in classes of n-Data shown in 2D
scatterplots. Their quantitative methods of consistency are based on clusters center
of gravity and on entropies of the spatial distributions of classes. We did not compute
any measure of class consistency, nor do we have a method to qualify the placement
of the scatterplots. However it is a topic that we are interested in and will leave this
as part of the system’s future work. The clutter reduction techniques are simpler
than the ones outlined by Wilkinson et al. [30] in their Scagnostics work where they
classify and re-order graphs based on nine different measures that include the shape of
the graphs. However, the cluttering reduction techniques used in this work have been
proved by Peng to work very well without the computational overhead of Scagnostics.

2.2

Risk in the Maritime Security Domain
We now focus our attention on tools that apply different methods to address the

challenges posed to maritime security and safety. Willems et. al. [31] presented a
geographical visualization using density estimated heatmaps to display vessel movements and support coastal surveillance systems. Pelot and Plummer [32] created a
grid colored map representing vessel traffic. The system enables the modeling and
identification of vulnerable areas. Marven et al. [33] analyzed Search And Rescue
operations for the Canadian Coast Guard, exploring the clustering of incident areas
with two different models: a Spatial and Temporal Analysis of Crime (STAC) and a
kernel density estimation (KDE) algorithm. The system presented in this paper also
utilizes geographical components explored in previous papers but integrates the risk
calculations and visual analytics.
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Several systems have focused on specific problems in the maritime domain such
as allocation of units as well as tactical and strategic trade-offs. Abi-Zeid et al. [34]
developed SARPlan, a geographic decision support system for planning search and
rescue missions. The goal of this system is to support allocation decisions and was
originally developed for aeronautical incidents. Orosz et al. [35] developed PortSec
for decision-making and planning of port resources to address security needs. They
focused on tactical and strategic trade-offs, with tactical being a day by day allocation
of resources and strategic being a forecast of the impact on expansion and changes.
PortSec provides the ability to model and visualize risk in specific areas based on the
three previously mentioned components. PortSec responds mostly to outside threats
and hypothetical scenarios.
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3. APPLIED VISUAL ANALYTICS FOR EXPLORING
THE NATIONAL HEALTH AND NUTRITION
EXAMINATION SURVEY
3.1

Background
The United States health sector has deployed many survey programs that pro-

duce large datasets with increasing complexity and dimensionality. One such survey
program is the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) [36],
which is a population-based survey designed to collect information on the health and
nutrition of the U.S. household population. NHANES collects data from physical examinations along with surveys where they ask the responder to recall their ingestion of
food for the past 48 hours. The 2-day food recollection survey includes demographic
questions such as gender, age and race/ethnicity. Visual data exploration techniques
have been shown to be an effective tool in aiding analysts in exploring and understanding these types of large, multivariate datasets. Our main contribution in this
paper is the development of a visual analytics system for NHANES. The system will
help researchers explore patterns, form hypotheses, and understand the underlying
structure of the dataset. The visual analytics system relies on an interactive scatterplot matrix to visualize the different dimensions of the data set. Additionally, we have
incorporated advanced analytics tools for exploring this scatterplot matrix, including
clustering and dimensional ordering. Our primary analytic tool is clustering. Cluster
analysis is a powerful tool for the exploration of high dimensional data. Clustering
can be used to discover hidden associations without a prior hypothesis, therefore, we
included automatic clustering via k-means [37]. We have also included two different types of automatic dimension ordering based on cluster density and dimension
similarity. Dimensional ordering has proven to reduce the clutter that obscures the
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underlying structures in high dimensional data [25]. By automatically ordering the
way the scatterplots are presented, we can enhance the process of exploring the data
for the users by ordering the data by its information content. Along with automatic
analysis, the user has the ability to filter the data depending on the problem being
analyzed. The system provides users with the ability to filter the data based on age,
gender, and ethnicity of the participants. The user also has full control over the
number of dimensions displayed in the scatterplot matrix, providing both global and
local analysis options. The size of the matrix can be increased or decreased, and users
can modify which dimensions are being shown. All these features provide the user
with a fully customizable experience while navigating and analyzing the NHANES
dataset. Finally, the system also includes a familiar graphing/comparison model to
aid the user in understanding the overall dataset while focusing on a specific variable.
The system transforms the data points presented in the scatterplot matrix into bar
graphs that are similar in style to the ones presented in publications by the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services [10]. Feedback from nutrition experts
indicated that researchers would be familiar with these graphs, and find them to be
easily understood.

3.1.1

Structure of NHANES Data

The NHANES interview includes demographic, socioeconomic, dietary, and healthrelated questions. The examination component consists of medical, dental, and physiological measurements, as well as laboratory tests administered by medical personnel. In this study, we focus exclusively on the dietary survey information collected.
NHANES collects data from a 2-day food recollection survey. The survey collects
the types and quantities of food ingested during 48 hours. After the survey, health
experts separate the food into different groups and calculate their caloric and nutrient components. The nutritional content is classified into 12 different Healthy Eating
Indexes (HEI) as described in Table 3.1. Each component of the index has different
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maximum scores and a minimum score of zero. High component scores indicate intakes close to the recommend ranges or amounts; low component scores indicate less
compliance with the recommended ranges or amounts. Finally, all the components
can be compounded and an overall HEI score is calculated and viewed as a measure
of diet quality that assesses conformance to the federal dietary guidance [10].
Table 3.1
HEI Components

3.2

HEI

Description

Range

1

Total fruit

0-5

2

Whole fruit

0-5

3

Total vegetables

0-5

4

Dark green vegetables and legumes

0-5

5

Total grains

0-5

6

Whole grains

0-5

7

Milk

0-10

8

Meat and beans

0-10

9

Oils

0-10

10

Saturated fat

0-10

11

Sodium

0-10

12

Calores from solid fats and added sugars

0-20

Problem Characterization and Task Analysis
We have characterized the task analysis that the user will need to perform in order

to get a better understanding on how the data from the survey can be used to create
dietary guidelines for the general population. Below we describe the goals and the
tasks that can help the analyst reach that goal.
1. Understanding the relationship between different groups of food
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• Interactively analyze and filter the survey results.
• Perform correlation analysis.
2. Discovery of groups of people who follow similar dietary patterns
• Cluster groups of people based on their food consumption.
• Reduce the cluttering on the results to focus only on the most important
dimensions.
3. Comparison of the grouping results and analysis to previously dietary
recommendations
• Compare to a familiar and easy to understand graphing.
• Interactivily change the grouping results and observe the new comparison.

3.3

Visual Analytics Environment
The visual analytics environment consists of a scatterplot matrix of selected vari-

ables that can be modified at any time. The upper diagonal portion of the matrix
displays the same data as the lower diagonal but in a k-means clustered form as
shown in Figure 3.1. The initial dimensions chosen are the result of dimension ordering. This ordering can be implemented using two different methods: one based
on cluster density and the other on dimension correlation. The different user tools
implemented in the system are described at the end of this Section.

3.3.1

Scatterplot Matrix

The main component of the application consists of a traditional scatterplot matrix
set up initially as a 6x6 grid of default variables as shown in Figure 3.1. These default
variables are determined based on two different methods of dimension ordering that
are discussed in Section 4.3. In Figure 3.1, the variables are HEI 5, 7, 12, 10, 8,
and 4. One of the main concerns while designing the system was the user. We do
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Fig. 3.1. General overview of the visual analytics system for NHANES
exploration. One of the clusters has been selected in the upper portion, and all the participants that belonged to that cluster have been
highlighted across the matrix.

not want the user to become overwhelmed by the high dimensionality of the dataset.
Instead, we want the user to be able to focus on a given scatterplot and explore it
freely and completely. With this in mind, we set the grid to be 6x6 which is half of
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the maximum number of HEI variables. The initial grid size was determined based
on aesthetics. The chosen size displays all the necessary labels and fits multiple
monitor sizes. As mentioned before, the user can choose to increase or decrease the
number of dimensions shown at any time as he/she sees appropriate. The matrix is
divided diagonally into an upper and lower portion as shown in Figure 3.1. The lower
diagonal portion shows the regular scatterplots of the components plotted against
each other. The upper diagonal portion shows the clusters projected into each of the
plots. In Figure 3.1, one of the clusters has been selected and all of the participants
who belong to that cluster are highlighted across the entire matrix. We discuss the
upper diagonal of the scatterplot matrix below.

3.3.2

Upper diagonal clustering

Clustering is one of the most frequently used methods to improve the perception
and recognition of patterns in multivariate datasets. In our system the k-means [37]
clustering algorithm is applied and a Euclidean distance metric between the points in
the N-dimensional space is used. In k-means, we are given a set of n data points in a
d-dimensional space (in the NHANES case d=12) Rd , and an integer k. The problem
is to determine a set of k points in Rd, called centroids, which will minimize the mean
square distance from each point to its nearest center. Our k-means clustering was
computed using an enhanced form of a kd tree as specified by Kanugo et al. [37].
The clusters computed at the beginning of the program are projected into each of
the 2D plots on the upper diagonal matrix. Each cluster is differentiated with the
aid of different colors and occlusion is addressed by using transparency when we plot
the different points. We initially use k = 5 because it is a common metric amongst
clustering programs. The user has the ability to specify the value of k as part of the
exploration process.
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3.3.3

Dimension ordering

Our system automatically generates a default ordering scheme that the user can
modify later. There are two different measures employed for reordering the scatterplot
matrix. The first measure arranges the dimensions according to their cluster density.
Cluster density may be defined on a local or global scale within the N-dimensional
space. Global cluster density is a comparison across all the N-dimensions. Local
cluster density compares only the projected dimensions for any given scatterplot. The
cluster density, the variance, and standard deviation for each cluster are computed
using Welfords method [38]. Traditionally, the mathematical formula for computing
the sample variance is:

s2 =

1
n
n(n − 1)

n
X
i=1

x2i −

n
X

!2 
xi



(3.1)

i=1

where s represents the variance, n is the size of the sample, and x is the data point
being used. Welfords method computes the variance as the xs arrive, one at a time,
and gives more arithmetic precision. Once the algorithm is initialized with M 1 = x1
and S1 = 0 the subsequent xs use the recurrence formulas:

M k = M k − 1 + (xk − M k − 1)/k

(3.2)

Sk = Sk − 1 + (xk − M k − 1) ∗ (xk − M k)

(3.3)

Welford’s method is more efficient because it requires looping through all the
data points only once. Welford’s method is also more accurate since it does not use
abnormally large numbers in calculation, compared to the sum of squares method.
Using these global metrics, we order the scatterplots such that the dimensions with
the tightest clusters will be displayed to the left of the dimensional ordering lineup.
These plots should potentially contain the most relative information as the projected
clusters are the most compact in this space. The local scale is then used during
the rendering of the clusters within a given 2D plot. Clusters are rendered in order
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Fig. 3.2. (a) Cluster density ordering on the left. (b) Pearsons correlation ordering on the right.

of their local density, from smallest to largest. By rendering the clusters in this
manner, we also reduce some of the issues in over-plotting. The second measure is
based on Pearsons correlation coefficient, which is defined to be the measure of the
correlation (linear dependence) between two variables. The formula used to calculate
the coefficient is the following:
Pn
r=

− X)(Yi − Y )
(n − 1)Sx Sy

i1 (Xi

(3.4)

the equation above the variables are represented as X and Y , with means X and
Y respectively, and standard deviations, SX and SY respectively.
The coefficient is calculated for each plot individually and plots are arranged
based on their coefficients. This measure also allows the scatterplots with the most
similar features to be plotted close to each other. In Figure 3.2, we show how the
two different methods reordered the given dimension in a 4x4 matrix. Figure 3.2(a)
shows the re-ordering based on cluster density. Since it presents the scatterplots
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Fig. 3.3. Filtering tool.

with the most compact clusters, the user can visually identify the different clusters
in some of the scatterplots as clearly defined color areas. Figure 3.2(b) shows the
re-arrangement based on Pearsons correlation. In Figure 3.22(b), the clusters do not
play an important role when the correlation is being computed. In Figure 2(a) cluster
density shows defined clusters in the upper diagonal portion, whereas in Figure 3.2(b),
Pearson’s correlation shows more defined areas in the bottom diagonal portion.
User tools and interaction Besides the normal interactive capabilities such as
zooming and panning, our system also includes a selection tool that allows the user
to choose a subset of specific participants in the dataset. The selection tool allows
for regular brushing and linking. The user is able to select smaller groupings that
will be highlighted in the rest of the scatterplot matrix. Highlighted participants in a
scatterplot are shown as red points and this provides an easy method to observe these
participantss behavior across all the other categories. The highlighting ability across
the matrix allows for a quick discovery of relationships between different components.
Finally, the user has the ability of further narrowing down the dataset by filtering
the population being displayed in the scatterplots. There are filters available based
on age, gender, race and ethnicity and calculated body mass index (BMI).
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Fig. 3.4. Scatterplot matrix highlights the participants with high
dairy consumption in red.

3.4

Comparison graphs
Every five years, the Dietary Guidelines for Americans (DGA) are published

jointly by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) [10] with the last one being published in 2010.
These guidelines provide authoritative advice for Americans, ages two and older,
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about consuming fewer calories, making informed food choices, and being physically
active to attain and maintain a healthy weight, reduce risk of chronic disease, and
promote overall health. Since these guidelines are followed and understood by most of
the health sector in the country, our system has the ability to generate two different
graphs to transform the NHANES data into familiar graphs and standards presented
in the DGA.
Using the selection tool described in the previous section, the user can select
a region, or any given cluster, to update the two given graphs. The first graph
transforms the selected points into the most representative DGA graph. The graph
adds up all the selected participant’s data, averages it and then converts it into a
percentage based on the guideline for consumption. The bottom of Figure 1 presents
the newly created graphs at the bottom. The DGA graph on the right includes two
separate markers, the top one indicates the amount of foods that the Americans needs
to consume in order to fulfill the 100% recommended daily intake. The bottom marker
indicates the foods that need to be consumed in moderation, showing a red line when
the participants have consumed more than the recommended intake. The left side
graph at the bottom of Figure 1 provides the user with an overview of all the HEI
within the selected group. Since the user might only be looking at few scatterplots,
the summary graph provides insight into which HEI should be observed next. A 100%
score in this graph indicates the maximum score given in Table 1 for any given HEI.
For example, if a participants HEI 5 score is 4.5 the percentage shown in the graph
for HEI 5 will be 90.% The percentage HEI graph was implemented for the purpose
of representing all HEI scores in a common scale.

3.5

Usage scenario
We begin our usage scenario with a 6x6 scatterplot matrix that shows the plots

arranged based on higher cluster density. First, we select only the population that
we are interested in working with (i.e., males in the age group 14-18). After we have
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Fig. 3.5. System graphs for participants with high dairy consumption.
HEI graph on the left and DGA on the right.

Fig. 3.6. Comparison graphs for participants with high vegetable and
legume consumption. (HEI 4).

added this filter, the clusters are recomputed and the scatterplots are re-arranged
(see Figures 3.3, 3.4). Our goal is to determine which single HEI category might
prove to be the best indicator of healthy eating habits. Since HEI 7 (Milk) was one
of the first two dimensions shown in the matrix, we make use of the scatterplots in
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Fig. 3.7. Comparison graphs for participants with high total grain
consupmtion show the most balanced diet overall.

the diagonal of the matrix and select the participants with a high HEI 7. We are
able to select those participants by selecting the upper right corner of the diagonal
line of HEI 7. After performing the selection we can see the adjacent plots being
highlighted with the same participants as shown in Figure 3.3. Most of the plots do
not show any correlation with HEI 7 since all the points highlighted appear across
all the scatterplots. However, we can also see the two updated graphs. With the aid
of the HEI graph (upper graph in Figure 3.5) we can visualize the other dimensions
that we do not see in the scatterplot matrix. We can see that teenagers who consume
an adequate amount of milk do not necessarily consume an adequate amount of
other foods; however, they do relatively well on consuming low quantities of sodium.
We also notice that participants who show a high dairy intake do not do perform
well in HEI 4 (vegetables and legumes). Since we know that participants with high
milk consumption have a low vegetable consumption, we now select patients with
high consumption in HEI 4 by selecting the upper diagonal on the HEI 4 vs HEI 4
scatterplot. The resulting graphs for this selection can be seen in Figure 3.6. Based on
the DGA generated graph on the left of Figure 3.6 we notice that these participants
perform better in other categories except for whole grains, which seems to remain the
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same. This hypothesis is confirmed by the HEI graph that shows an increase in most
of the categories. The remaining question is to examine the whole grain category since
it seemed to remain constant during the last two examples. This time around, we
select participants with a high whole grain intake that is represented by HEI 6. After
looking at the generated graphs (Figure 3.7), we can observe that these participants
maintain a more balanced diet since their graphs demonstrate an overall increase as
well as being more leveled. The participants also show a lower consumption of sodium
and lower consumption of any extra added calories. Based on the past three examples,
we hypothesize that the best indicator of a good diet in teenagers comes from their
whole grains intake. Teenagers who consume a high quantity of whole grains may
lead a more balanced diet compared to those who consume high quantities of milk or
vegetables and legumes.

3.6

User Evaluation
We performed informal user evaluation of the utility of the system with two dif-

ferent personnel from the Purdue University Department of Nutrition. We received
positive feedback about the usability of the system and the informative ways to convey the information. Informal feedback from the system was also received from two
information visualization experts regarding some of the potential perception issues
and further user interaction.

3.7

Conclusions and Future Work
We have described a visual analytics systems developed to explore the multidi-

mensional NHANES dataset. The system makes use of an interactive scatterplot with
automatic clustering that is rearranged to present the user with the most important
information from the beginning. The system also displays familiar graphs that condense the information presented to the user. The system aids the user in developing
and testing new hypotheses. We showed a usage scenario that demonstrates the use
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of the comparison/graphing system implemented to navigate the data. We recognize
there is still work that could be done to improve the system. We would like to experiment with new layouts to present the most consistent information first, possibly
a combination of the methods used in this work, as well as an extension exploring
dimensionality reduction. This visualization system could also be used to analyze
other types of complex data sets. Finally, future work will include modifying the
system to fit similar datasets.
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4. RISK-BASED VISUALIZATION FOR LONG TERM
PLANNING
4.1

Background
We abstract the risk management process as defined by the International Organi-

zation for Standardization (ISO) [12]. We demonstrate how different interactive visual analytics techniques can be used in the course of action development, to increase
knowledge and to communicate risk factors. Examples of these components include
geographical heatmaps to observe risk factors individually, means to distribute risk
values based on underlying incident distributions, and visualization and comparison
of operational risk profiles.
The main contribution of this work is the design of an interactive visual analytics
system to explore and analyze risk both spatially and temporally, enabling better
acquisition of risk information and more effective reasoning in risk-based decision
making and operation planning. We follow Sedlmair et al.’s [13] nine-stage framework
for conducting design studies to guide the development.
Specific risk-based visual analytics components being applied to visualize and
compare risk include the following:
• The use of interactive graphics and choropleth maps to visualize operational
risk profiles.
• A method to visualize and identify areas of high risk and compare the changes
in risk priority areas over time.
• The use of a map to compare regions of coverage and demonstrate the impact
of assets upgrade to assess the efficiency of operations.
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Fig. 4.1. Stages of risk management process are shown in blue. The
visual analytics components for assessment and analysis are shown in
orange.

• A method to spatially evaluate and distribute precomputed risk values based
on the underlying distribution of cases over time.
Each of the items above was achieved through iterative refinement and collaboration. In the following sections, we provide background for the problem, describe the
system requirements and the overall goals, describe how each of the components in
our system achieve the specified goals, and finally, provide results and validation of
the system in the form of case studies and domain expert feedback.

4.2

Problem Characterization: The Risk Management Process
We begin by describing the risk management process shown in Figure 4.1, origi-

nally specified in ISO 31000:2009 [12] that provides principles and generic guidelines
on risk management. Each step of the risk management process is described below:
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• Define the Context - State the missions’ objectives and the tasks that are required to accomplish them. Review current and planned operations and define
constraints and conditions.
• Identify Potential Risk - Identify any potential conditions that can cause mission
failure or affect an entity’s execution of chosen strategy [1].
• Assess and Analyze Risk - Identify scenarios and leverage historical information
and applicable models.
• Develop Course of Actions - Simulate the changes in the internal organization
that can help mitigate risk.
• Decide and Implement - The analyst makes the final decision after evaluating
the previous steps. Often times it is necessary to accept risk when the benefits
outweigh the cost.
• Evaluate and Monitor - Periodically review the process and look for new alternatives or improvements of the current decisions.
Furthermore, it is important to differentiate between different risk categories applicable in the Coast Guard domain. Strategic Risk refers to risk imposed by poorly
implemented strategy that affects an entity’s interest and high-level goals aligned
with its main mission. It is associated with future challenges and meeting these with
appropriate capabilities, competencies, and capacity [39]. Strategic risk can be described by the ability of the Coast Guard to achieve their missions and goals with
their current asset capabilities. One such goals is having the ability to respond to any
given incident in less than 90 minutes [40]. Operational Risk refers to the effective
and efficient use of the available resources. More concretely, it is associated with
the operational commander’s ability to achieve near term mission objectives with the
existing resources and strategic guidance [39]. Risk at the operational level is assessed by the USCG Operational Risk Assessment Model (ORAM) [41]. Analysts at
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the Coast Guard Atlantic Area’s Operations Analysis Division created this model to
support mission planning and analysis of the Coast Guard’s mission set. The model
combines quantitative and qualitative theoretical frameworks to calculate and compare risk between the eleven Coast Guard statutory missions and geographical areas
by providing the Risk Index Numbers (RIN) that will be used throughout the system.
The RIN is a numerical value that characterizes and quantifies the qualities of risk.
RIN values provided include both total risk and residual risk values, where residual
risk is defined as the remaining risk that can not be mitigated from the total risk [1]
as shown in Equation 1.
Total Historical Risk = Residual Risk + Mitigated Risk

4.2.1

(4.1)

Dataset Description

The system incorporates the historical operations for the US Coast Guard for the
past six years in the form of spatio-temporal events stored in a database. The system
also includes resource planning data such as the number of target hours for each Coast
Guard mission and the type of resource that each station has. Operational Risk Profile
numbers were provided by the analyst to create the interactive visualizations. The
images displayed in this work are based on notional data.

4.2.2

Task Analysis

Based on the current needs and challenges of the analysts at the Coast Guard,
we specified three goals and a list of tasks for each of these goals which we describe
below. We will also describe the system components in more depth and focus on how
each of the components adapts to the list of tasks presented below in Section 4.
1. Follow the framework for risk management
• Visualize the geographical distribution of operations.
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• Identify risk priority areas and how they evolve over time.
• Perform spatio-temporal analysis of the risk values.
2. Facilitate course of action development to mitigate risk
• Visualize the spatial distribution of the risk.
• Obtain details on demand about the operations.
3. Evaluate operational efficiency and enable improved resource utilization
• Exploration of how changes in resource allocation and assets capabilities
impact coverage efficiency.
• Develop scenarios to reduce the possible inefficiencies in coverage areas.

4.2.3

Design Requirements

In addition to facilitating the tasks above, other requirements include the following:
• Interaction with the system. The user needs to be able to select which variables
and periods of time to visualize interactively.
• Integration with previously used tool. The analysts at the Coast Guard were
familiar with the initial version of the system [11], so rather than building a
new tool, we decided to expand the framework to support risk-based analysis.
• Creation of user customizable scenarios for reallocation of resources. The user
would like to be able to load different plans and observe the possible effect on
each course of action.
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Fig. 4.2. KDE heatmap showing the total operational risk index numbers (RIN) on the left and the residual RIN values on the right for
the Search and Rescue (SAR) mission

4.3

Visual Analytics in the Risk Management Process
In this section, we describe in more detail how each of our visual analytics com-

ponents helps the analyst derive insights in the risk management process and enables
the analysis of strategic and operational risk.

4.3.1

Visual Analytics System

The system provides multiple linked windows and advanced filtering techniques to
perform spatio-temporal analysis on the risk data. 1 . The system allows the user to
visualize historical Coast Guard Data, such as the number and location of incidents
that occurred during a certain period of time. It can analyze incidents occurring on
1

Initial system developed by Malik et al. [11]
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specific date ranges to explore seasonal trends and it can filter incidents relevant to
the analyst’s hypothesis.
In this work, we focus on several new additions and how the overall system helps
the analyst with risk-based visualization and long term planning. Some of the new
additions include the interactive visualization of risk priority areas and operational
risk index numbers (RIN), as well as distribution of these RIN numbers based on the
underlying distribution of the cases.

4.3.2

Risk Visualization Using Heatmaps

The main viewing area includes a map view where all the cases handled by the
Coast Guard are displayed as points. In order to quickly identify hotspots, a modified
variable kernel density estimation technique (KDE) is employed in the map. The
modified technique scales the parameter estimation by allowing the kernel scale to
change accordingly based on the distance from the point to its nearest neighbor [11].
In general, the use of heatmaps allows the analyst to perform the tasks from goals 1
and 2 specified in Section 3.2.
The heatmap plays an important role in the assessment and analysis step of the
risk management process. Risk at the strategic level is not assigned to a specific unit
or station, instead the analyst is able to observe areas with a high density of incidents
independent of station location.
For operational risk introduced in this work, the heatmap can display the RIN
values for total and residual risk by constructing a new KDE heat map as seen in
Figure 4.2 where we can observe the difference between total risk and residual risk
values. The heatmap also has an option to show mitigated risk which is the difference
between total and residual risk. The total risk picture on the left shows multiple
hotspots and the residual risk picture on the right only shows one hotspot, this
means that most of the risk shown in the left image was able to be mitigated due to
the Coast Guard’s quick response and correct decisions. At this step, the analyst can
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Fig. 4.3. Risk Profile Distribution across districts. In the left image we
observe the SAR risk values, the area of the outer pie slices represent
a comparison of total risk across districts and the notional value of
total RIN for each district is labeled on each slice. Area of the inner
pie slices show a comparison of residual risk across districts and each
inner slice is colored on a sequential red scale based on the ratio of
residual to total risk (calculated as a percentage) for that district. The
remaining area in each slice represents mitigated risk and is colored
in green. The right image shows a detailed view of the residual risk
distribution across districts for a different mission type. Both the area
and the color intensity of each slice encodes the residual risk for each
district and the exact value of residual RIN is also displayed on each
slice.

analyze the remaining hotspot shown in the right image and observe specific incidents
in order to come up with new strategies and courses of action to mitigate the risk.
Details about the incidents are shown on demand, meaning the user can select areas
of interest (where risk seems to have higher values) and drill down to the specifics of
those cases.
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4.3.3

Operational Risk Profiles

Besides being able to effectively identify risk priority regions, as described in
Section 3.2, another major goal is to facilitate course of action development to mitigate
risk by visualizing the spatial distribution of risk. Specifically, since the RIN values
are computed at the district level, it is important to understand how risk is distributed
across all of the Coast Guard districts and for each district which mission type has the
most predominant risk. In particular, it is useful to compare the total and residual
risk for each district and observe how much risk was mitigated for a given district.
Therefore, we set two main goals to visualize the Operational Risk Profiles:
• Compare the RIN values between the districts for any given mission or combination of missions.
• Compare the RIN values between missions for any given district.

Iterative Design
We went through several design iterations and presented different alternatives
to our end users to gain feedback in terms of which design was the most effective
in conveying the information and comparing the distribution of risk. The feedback
sessions with our end user took place over email, phone, and on-site visits. We
obtained the feedback from four Coast Guard analysts and two major rank officers.
Our initial design adopted a radial layout and involved two concentric rings side by
side to represent total and residual risk as shown in the left side of Figure 4.8 2 . The
rings are divided into slices with different colors encoding the different Coast Guard
districts. The area of each slice is proportional to the percentage of the total/residual
risk for a given district out of the summed risk across all the districts. However, this
design shows the distribution of total/residual risk across the Coast Guard districts
2

Developed in collaboration with Yang Yang from Purdue University
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but lacks the comparison between total and residual risk in order to show how much
risk was mitigated for each district.
To further explore the radial design, we looked at the design of other visualization
techniques using radial layout, for example the SunBurst space-filling information
visualization technique presented by Stasko and Zhang [42]. The SunBurst technique
encodes hierarchical structure of data in a radial layout rather than a rectangular
layout. The authors compared the use of SunBurst to a traditional Treemap and
showed that the SunBurst tool provides a more explicit portrayal of the hierarchy
structure. In our case, although there is no obvious hierarchical structure for the
total and residual risk data, we want to depict the residual risk as a proportion of the
total risk to compare between the two risks and better visualize the mitigated risk.
After exploring several other radial design alternatives and carefully discussing
design considerations with our end user, we arrived at another design shown in Figure 4.3 which is similar to the Nightingale rose design [43]. The design is similar
because we fix the number of slices to 11 (each slice representing a Coast Guard district) and use the area of that slice to encode multiple values. Out design, just like
Nightingale’s includes different areas within a slice to represent the total risk and the
residual risk where they can be compared amongst each other.
The left image of Figure 4.3 displays the distribution of both total and residual
risk across districts for the Search and Rescue mission. The area of each outer pie
slice is used to encode the comparison of total risk across districts, with larger pie slice
corresponds to higher total risk. The inner pie slice shows the comparison of residual
risk across districts and is being colored on a sequential color scale indicating the
ratio of residual versus total risk for a given district. In this way, the user is able to
compare total and residual risk across districts as well as easily identify the amount
of risk that was mitigated for each district. The choice of color (green indicates
mitigated risk and red indicates residual risk) is consistent with the Coast Guard’s
Green-Amber-Red (GAR) model. We allow the user to perform interactive filtering
by missions to analyze and compare the spatial distribution of risk across districts for
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any given mission or combinations of missions. The user also has the option to focus
on just the distribution of residual risk across districts as shown in the right image of
Figure 4.3.
In order to further drill down to the details of each district and identify the most
prodominent risk (by mission type) within each district as stated in the second goal
of the risk profile visualization, we create individual risk pie graphs for each district
to show the comparison of risk across different mission types for a given district as
shown in the left image of Figure 4.4 and the left image of Figure 4.8. The different
mission types can also be categorized into Department of Homeland Securit (DHS)
programs. A comparison of risk distribution across different DHS programs is shown
in the right image of Figure 4.4. The user has the option of selecting the type of
visualization depending on the primary goal, as well as the capability of interactively
filtering between missions and districts.
In Figure 4.8, we display the individual district risk profile for all the Coast Guard
districts. We provide an option to show either the initial concentric ring design (left
of Figure 4.8) or the pie graph design (right of Figure 4.8). According to the Coast
Guard analysts, the concentric rings of showing both total and residual risk at the
same time provide a good initial point to understand the overall picture, whereas the
pie graphs provide a more in-depth detailed view.

4.3.4

Performance Efficiency Evaluation with Coverage Maps

We can raise the argument that if there exists boats that can travel at an infinite
speed and these boats are always available, then all the areas can be covered; however,
such an argument is not plausible nor cost effective. Instead, the analyst’s goal is to
find a balance between the risk factors and the goals defined at the beginning of
the process. Our system takes this idea of balance and produces a coverage area
map based on the fastest available boat for each station. It is necessary to introduce
coverage as a measure, and to do so, we begin by drawing the different stations’s
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M6
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DHS3

Fig. 4.4. Risk Profile Distribution across missions/DHS programs
for a specific district. The left image shows the comparison of total
risk across different mission types whereas the right image shows the
total risk distribution across (DHS) programs. Each color represents
a different mission type (or DHS program).

area of coverage, which is simply the area that can be responded to by each station
given the current available asset speed in the time period specified by the analyst.
Figure 4.5 displays the coverage of the boats for time period of 90 minutes. The system
begins the real-time calculation of each station’s area of coverage and compute the
overlapping areas. We use different colors to represent the number of stations that
can respond to a given area. As indicated by the color scale in Figure 4.5, the color
grey, blue, light blue, orange and red each corresponds to zero, one, two, three, and
four or more stations of coverage.
Alternative values for boat capabilities (e.g., boat speeds) can be saved in different
files and loaded during run-time allowing the analyst to visualize different plans for
force allocation and resource apportionment. The coverage map view allows the
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Fig. 4.5. Areas of multiple stations of coverage based on speeds of the
boats. To the left, the simulated current capability is represented; to
the right, a hypothetical upgrade of boats occurs.

District 13

District 9
District 1

District 11

District 8
District 5

District 7

Fig. 4.6. Choropleth map showing the Search and Rescue (SAR)
operational risk profile values for the different districts within the
US. The darker the value the greater the RIN number.
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Fig. 4.7. Total calculated Search and Rescue (SAR) risk distributed
for each station’s Area of Responsibility based on the underlying case
distribution for 2008.

analyst to observe possible coverage redundancy where the analyst can focus on these
regions and visualize more details such as the number and type of incidents per season,
as well as the associated RIN numbers. The analyst can then analyze the information
to develop a plan targeted to reduce the risk in certain areas. The outcome of this
analysis is aligned with the third goal proposed in Section 3.2.

4.3.5

Aggregated Risk Distribution using Choropleth Maps

We utilize choropleth maps in two different ways to help visualize risk. The first
option is to visualize any of the Risk values (either total, residual, or mitigated) for
any given mission or combination of missions by district, as shown in Figure 4.6,
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District 9
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District 1
District 8
District 11
District 5

District 7

Fig. 4.8. Map of the US showing the different districts and how much
risk is attributed to each of the Coast Guard statutory missions for
each district. Two different visualization options depending on the
type of user and the overall task. The left image shows both total
and residual risk using the design of two concentric rings. The right
image shows the pie graph design and visualizes one type of risk (total
or residual) at a time.

which provides an effective way to present and share the information about risk levels
within the US.
A known problem in choropleth maps is the incorrect perception of value vs area.
This is not an issue in our application because our users are experts familiar with the
geography of the districts and they are interested in comparing relative values from
one district to another. Therefore, our end users do not interpret large colored areas
incorrectly.
The second use of choropleth maps deals with the risk distribution of the RIN
values per district. During the decision making process it is useful to visualize risk
at the station level by using each individual station’s Area of Responsibility (AOR)
that is defined by the United States Coast Guard. In this particular process, the risk
values used are the RIN provided by the Coast Guard. The RIN numbers for some
of the missions of the Coast Guard are computed at a district level rather than the
station level. Therefore, in order to distribute the RIN values across the stations’
AORs, we analyze the underlying incident distributions at a given time period. We
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argue that the higher the number of incidents being responded to by a station, the
higher the total risk for that station. We use the incidents distribution as a basis to
assign risk values across stations given the pre-computed total RIN values by region.
For each region, we look at its associated stations and calculate the percentage of
incidents being responded to inside each station’s AOR out of the total incidents for
that region. We use these percentages times the total RIN values by region to get the
risk values for stations within a region. The mathematical formula used to compute
the distributed RIN value for a particular station X that belongs to region Y is:
station X RIN =

Incidents in X
∗ region Y RIN
Incidents ∀ stations in Y

(4.2)

A risk distribution choropleth map is created that displays the RIN values for
each station’s AOR that are proportional to the underlying incidents distribution.
The risk distribution choropleth map enables comparison across Coast Guard regions
by assigning the darkest shade to the station’s AOR with the highest risk value
across stations in all regions. It provides an easy way to visualize the variations in
risk values for individual station’s AOR and help identify stations with high risk that
would potentially require allocation of more resources. By following the Risk Model
used by the Coast Guard, the choropleth map provides a common context of risk
for the different operations and missions. Figure 4.7 shows an example of the risk
distribution choropleth map for the year of 2008 with risk distributed based on the
underlying case distribution scheme (in this case, cases are assigned to the closest
distance station).
Our system with the above described components helps the analyst derive insights
in the risk management process and enables risk-based visualization and analytics. To
further illustrate how our system works as a whole in the risk-based decision making
process, we provide a case study in the next section.
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4.4

Case Study and Evaluation
Long term operational planning requires a blended understanding of historical re-

source use with a projection of future threats and resource demands and capabilities.
The Coast Guard’s broad mission set and vast geographic region requires access to
and understanding of vast amounts of information. The volume of this information
can quickly overwhelm the cognitive capacity of the analysts responsible for developing this plan. Systems capable of processing large amounts of information are needed
to provide the comprehensive baseline for the analysts to create a rigorous, defendable strategy for resource use in the operational planning cycle. After deploying our
system, we discussed the flow of the analysis with one of the Coast Guard analysts.
The subsequent subsections contain the process discussed using notional data.

4.4.1

Overall Process

Several questions will drive the analyst in developing the planning strategy: Where
are our resources and what capabilities do those resources provide in executing the
mission? What risks exist in the region, both historical and emergent? What constraints exist in the system that will require a prioritization of resource use? Below we
describe the process the analyst follows to explore and acquire insight about possible
courses of action. The process is also exemplified in Figure 4.9 where we can observe
the system’s views that correspond to the steps in the risk management process shown
inside the blue box. The red boxes correspond to the previously specified tasks from
Section 3.2.
The original system helps define the maritime context and provides an overall
idea of the Coast Guard operations for any given area and mission. The following
step in the risk management process is to identify potential risks, in which case the
analyst begins by looking at the operational risk profile visualization to observe the
risk values at the district level. For this particular example, the analyst decides to
focus on one of the missions of the Coast Guard, we will call it Mission 10 (M10).
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Overall Process

+

(A) Initial system for visualizing Coast
Guard Operations.

(C) Choropleth Map for M10’s Total
Risk

(E) Total Risk Values distributed amongst
the stations’ AOR

(F) KDE heatmap showing Total Risk values
for incidents with accurate lat/long.
(B) M10 Risk Profile for all the
Districts

- Define the Context
- Identify potential risks

(D) Risk Profiles: Total Risk
distribution by mission for any given
district.
1. Visualize spatial distribution of risk
associated with operations

- Assess and Analyze
1. Perform spatio-temporal analysis of the risk
values.
2. Identify risk priority areas and how they evolve
over time and identify the mitigated risk.

Fig. 4.9. Overview of general process for planning. The blue boxes
indicate a part of the risk management process and the red boxes
indicate a task being performed to accomplish the three initial goals
set in Section 3

Figure 4.9-B displays the Total and Residual Risk for all of the districts, where
the analyst identifies the district with the largest Residual and Total Risk values. In
this case, we can observe that both District 7 and District 9 have the largest total
risk values. However, both districts mitigated most of the risk effectively. On the
other hand, District 8 shows less Total Risk, but the residual to total risk ratio is the
highest as encoded by the darkest red shade. This visualization is a starting point
in understanding how risk is distributed among the different districts. Furthermore,
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the analyst can apply filters to show only the risk related to specific missions as they
see fit. Another way to convey the risk information for presentation purposes is to
encode the risk values in a choropleth map as seen in Figure 4.6.
The next step is to understand key drivers of risk within a district. We focus our
attention at the distribution of risk across the missions in a single district as shown
in Figure 4.9-D. The analyst can observe that most of the operational risk emerges
from one of the missions, in this case M10. The analyst now starts drilling down to
the individual districts, in this case the area of interest is District 9.
New questions emerge at this stage: Are there several big events that drive the risk,
or are there many small events with smaller consequences that affect the operation of
the system (“death by a thousand cuts”). In order to answer these questions we need
to move forward in the risk management process to assess and analyze the operations
as shown in the green box in Figure 4.9. We couple the previous information about
risk values with risk heat maps and/or the choropleth map to provide clarity and
help answer key questions that emerged. Depending on the data quality regarding
spatial location, the analyst has two options for drilling down into specific areas
within a district. The first option is to use the risk heatmap described in Section 4.2
to locate specific risk priority areas, as seen in Figure 4.9-F. If the spatial location is
not available, then we re-distribute the risk to station AORs as described in Section
4.5 and as seen in Figure 4.9-E.

4.4.2

Resource Assignment

For a more specific example of the process described above, Coast Guard analysts
were reviewing alternatives for resource assignment to bases in the Great Lakes: boats
with improved capabilities were purchased and the Coast Guard was evaluating the
potential locations for these new resources. The additional steps taken to evaluate
the potential locations are shown in Figure 4.10.
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Resource Assignment

(A) Risk Distribution per AOR
(C) Coverage map for the current boat
allocation

(D) Coverage map showing the improved
boat capabilities

c) Develop alternatives

1. Exploration of how changes in
resources allocation impact coverage
efficiency.
2. Develop scenarios to reduce the
possible inefficiencies in coverage areas
(B) KDE heatmap based on the incidents
for last year.

(E) Details on Demand: Using the system we
can find seasonality patterns and more
details about the different types of incidents.

Fig. 4.10. Overview of the resource assignment example. The blue
boxes indicate a part of the risk management process and the red
boxes indicate a task being performed to accomplish the three initial
goals set in Section 3.

After analyzing the high risk areas and the general patterns of incidents (Figure 4.10-A-B), the system is leveraged to evaluate areas of risk and coverage, thus
enabling the analyst to develop alternatives. The system shows the coverage map
corresponding to the current boat allocation (Figure 4.10-C), but the analyst can
load new allocation plans that take into account the faster speed boats (Figure 4.10D). The analyst can also take into account other details such as seasonality, types
of incidents, and domain knowledge in order to make the decisions. Evaluating resource coverage redundancy and gaps overlaid with Coast Guard mission risk assists
in building defensible strategies for resource allocation with subsequent assignment
of operational hours through the planning process.
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4.4.3

Domain Expert Feedback

The system went through an iterative design refinement process with the collaboration of four Coast Guard personnel, an operation research analyst, a former Coast
Guard officer, one in field officer, and a high level officer. We obtained some feedback
about the system as shown below:
“This visualization system aids the analyst in answering the questions that come
from developing the planning strategy, often with a speed that was previously unattainable with the Coast Guard’s usual brute force processing of thousands of lines of data
to calculate summary statistics.”
“This system provides a risk informed process for building a defensible planning
baseline for the long term planning process. Understanding the risk profiles provides analytic justification for resource use, and can aid in demonstrating effective
application of resource use based on risk.”
The Coast Guard personnel also indicated that having different ways to visualize
the information is useful depending on the specific tasks they are trying to accomplish,
whether it is quick overall assessment or more in-depth detailed examination.

4.5

Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we demonstrated how our interactive visual analytics system can

facilitate the risk management process and evaluate courses of action for resource
allocation for long-term planning. We focused on analyzing risk from two aspects,
strategic and operational, and presented visual analytics techniques to derive insights
for risk-based decision making as well as long-term planning and assessment process.
The system presented assists in the cognitive processes of quantifying evidence and
comparing lines of evidence, as well as adapting to new information. Within the
maritime context, our interactive visual analytics environment utilizes KDE heatmaps
to help identify risk priority areas, multiple designs to visualize risk profiles, a risk
distribution choropleth map to visualize the spatial distribution of pre-computed risk
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values, and the coverage map for analysis of coverage efficiency and potential need
for resource reallocation or assets upgrade. Finally, we included a case study that
ties together the different components of our system while examining the efficiency of
Coast Guard Operations and providing useful visual reference that can communicate
recommendations based on risk management.
The risk-based decision making process described serves as a blueprint for future
systems dealing with risk values and resource planning. The collaboration between
the end-users and the developers has been proved useful by fulfilling most of the goals
that were presented at the beginning of the work.
For future work, we would like to incorporate mathematical models to further
explore the correlation between risk factors and risk values and evaluate new visual
analytics opportunities. We also plan to explore features to aid in the final two steps
of the management process, including creation of visual reports. Finally, we would
like to adapt our risk-based visual analytics system to additional domains.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, two visual analytics systems to aid the analyst with multivariate data
exploration, and risk-based decision making were developed. The major contributions
of this work are:
1. Characterization of the tasks needed for risk analysis and decision making in
two separate contexts.
2. Design of an interactive visual analytics system to analyze dietary patterns
(a) Multivariate clustering for pattern identification
(b) Application of clutter reduction for efficient identification of relationships
between components
(c) Comparative views for creation of guidelines
3. Extension of a visual analytics system to support operational risk values
(a) Characterization of tasks for the ISO Risk Management Process
(b) Integration of user generated allocation plans
The two visual analytics systems were developed with the collaboration of domain
experts in their respective fields. Informal feedback was gathered about the effectiveness of the systems to gather knowledge that leads to better mitigation strategies of
risk.
The systems interact with multivariate data and use interaction techniques to drill
down information, create and/or analyze hypotheses, and develop courses of action
to reduce risk. The users of the systems can translate their findings into materials
for conveying the information to others.
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Future work will involve additional work on analysis on comparison techniques and
presentation strategies, for example, gather all the necessary evidence in less screens
in order to make the comparison easier. Future work will also include research into
the incorporation of mathematical models to present an interactive process where the
user can observe the consequences of the changes in resource allocation.
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